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www.wpdadressage.org Lunge 101 & Basic Riding Position 
- Clinician Kristin Hermann speaks at Horse Around Acres Midland, Pa. 

 

Lunging and riding are both arts and 
applying the skills to dressage is even more 
complicated. When asked to do a clinic, 
Kristin Hermann decided that rather than do 
another riding clinic, if riders could develop 
good lunging skills and then learn about 
what is required for a good basic riding 
position then their dressage could become 
that much easier. The hardest part about 
dressage is getting the horse to be on the 
aids, thus  lunging in side-reins can help to 
develop the horse’s correct top-line and 
having the correct riding position enables 
the rider to put the horse on the aids to 
keep it “on the bit.”   

Too often equestrians think of lunging as a 
means to get extra energy out of the horse 
and not as a training tool. Lunging is a 
training tool to develop relaxation, help with 
rhythm, and develop the horse’s top-line to 
be round ~  the first three requirements on 
the USDF’s Training Scale of Training. 
However, lunging, like riding, is just not 
something you do with a lunge line and 
lunge whip,  it requires finesse, like riding, 
and the ability to coordinate the arms and 
legs and walk in a small circle maneuvering a horse! Kristin believes that being able to 
lunge a horse will help all riders develop better aid coordination, which is required for 
riding. She recommends lunging horses that do not challenge you to develop the skills 
required. Such as a horse that will not turn in and face you if you get in front of its 
withers. If one can acquire good lunging skills on a seasoned horse first then lunging 
with side-reins to train your horse will be so much easier. In other words, you can’t lunge 
with the purpose of training a horse unless you have good lunging skills. 

Lunging is similar to riding, the lunge whip is your legs asking the horse to go forward, 
and the reins are the lunge line, only the reins are about 20 to 30 feet long. The lunge 
line is even held the same as reins with a ninety degree bend in the elbow so the elbow 
can be elastic going forward and back. If a rider does not know how to lunge, it is 
recommended they get some lessons and practice on trained horses.  

During this clinic Kristin handed out an article entitled, “The qualities of a Good Lunging 

(Continued on page 10) 

The lunger stands in line with the saddle and 
asks the horse to move away from the whip or 
legs. Here is a photo of Kristin lunging in the 

late seventies while horsing around in Germany.  
She has the whip behind the horse,  pointing 
toward the hocks, asking the horse to move 
forward.  The lunge line is attached over the 
poll, encouraging the horse to stretch down. 

This lunge line needs to be butterflied into her 

hand and not held in an unorganized mess. 
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WPDA 2012 Year End Award Recipients! 

Special Riding Awards: 

Jennifer Wesson Memorial (highest score FEI ) 

Pia Helsted & SATRIA 66.31 PSG 

Joe Lane Challenge Award (Highest score 2nd and above- not FEI) 

Pia Helsted & PETRIA 69.211 (THIRD-1) 

Clark Southworth Memorial Award—Musical Freestyle 1-4 

Megan Sartore & Fidermark’s Finale 77.333 

WPDA Vintage Rider Award (highest 6 score average for rider over 50 year of age) 

Kristin Hermann & Bracchus 68.134 

 

OTHER WPDA Special Non-Mounted Awards: 

Joe Lane Most Valuable Member 

Karen Puchalsky 

Keystone Merit Award 

Karen Kocis 

Viviano Jr Rider Award 

Anecia Hoffield 

 

It’s Time to Renew Your 

WPDA Membership 

Renew for a full three years and save! Whether 

you are renewing or joining for the first time - Go to 

page 5 for a membership form and more information 

about the various membership types including the 3 

year discounted rate.   
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WPDA NEWS (cont’d) 

WPDA Sanctioned Shows 

JUNIOR/ YR 
 

INTRODUCTORY LEVEL 

Olivia Bondi & DIAMOND 67.606 

Calli Grimplin & JUNEBUG 62.276 

 

TRAINING LEVEL 

Hannah Tremel & ZIPPO’S GALAXY 64.953 

 

FIRST LEVEL 

Kristin Free & BELLADONNA 63.115 

 

Adult Amateur 

TRAINING LEVEL 

Amanda Collier & CHARLIE BROWN 71.503 

Kathleen Posteraro & El Baila El Jazz 63.780 

 

FIRST LEVEL 

Amanda Collier & CHARLIE BROWN 67.0 

Robyn Gallimore-Jones & FWF PRINCE MIDNIGHT 

RIDE 64.65 

Valerie Mahoney & BAMBI’S TWILIGHT 63.587 

 

SECOND LEVEL 

Jane McCartney & ABNER’S OBERON 60.893 

USEF/USDF RECOGNIZED 

Junior/YR 

Introductory Level 

Erin Vensel & KING JULIAN 66.25 

 

First Level 

Anecia Hoffield & MAZUR 64.966 

 

Second Level 

Anecia Hoffield & MAZUR 64.377 

Lauren McGill & ARIZA GS 62.325 

 

OPEN 

Training Level 

Krista Tycho-Noone & REJOYCE 

72.93333333333333 

Krista Tycho-Noone & DASHELLE 

72.93333333333333 

Kristin Hermann & BRACCHUS 69.722 

Amy Hoffield & MOONLIGHT DAENCER 66.778 

 

First Level 

Krista Tycho-Noone & REJOYCE 72.156 

Krista Tycho-Noone & DASHELLE 69.388 

Krista Tycho-Noone & IOLANTHE McC 66.216 

Amy Hoffield & DOC’S WINDSOR 63.346 

 

Second Level 

Krista Tycho-Noone & IOLANTHE McC 68.656 
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Third Level 

Pia Helsted & PETRIA 68.284 

Pia Helsted & DUNCAN 66.965 

 

Fourth Level 

Pia Helsted & DUNCAN 64.603 

Amy Hoffield & REVIVAL 63.018 

Pia Helsted & NOTRE HOMMAGE 62.500 

 

Prix St. Georges 

Pia Helsted & SATRIA 64.079 

Robin Birk & WILLIE B IRISH  62.149 

 

ADULT AMATEUR 

Training Level 

 

Shannon Kozakiewicz & SIR FLEMMINGH 
73.771 

Lynne Kuehner & AMERICAN TRADITION 
71.121 

Robyn Gallimore- Jones & FWF PRINCE 
MIDNIGHT RIDE 66.20 

Janet Hadden & SALEM 63.047 

 

First Level 

Sharon Hess & KALANDER BOY 68.494 

Megan Sartore & FIDERMARK’S FINALE 
67.994 

Emily Hadden-Morris & SALEM 67.528 

Lynn Southworth & AMERICAN DREAM 
63.837 

 

Second Level 

Megan Sartore & FIDERMARK’S FINALE 
63.492 

Lindsay Saad & INSPEKTEUR GADGET 
59.283 

 

 

Third Level 

Dawn White & LA GRANTO 66.637 

Patricia Fici & PARETTE 61.707 

 

Fourth level 

Dawn White & LA GRANTO 65.208 
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 • Participation in WPDA shows, clinics, and camps  

• Newsletter with free classifieds  

• Access to the videotape/ DVD  library  

• Eligibility for USDF Col. Bengt Ljungquist Awards  

• Educational membership meetings  

• Opportunity to meet other dressage folks and network 

• Voting rights and office-holding eligibility  

• Scholarship program  

• Eligibility for year-end awards 

• Annual Adult & Junior team competition 

• Group Membership with the United States Dressage Federation 

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA DRESSAGE ASSOCIATION  
2013 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION  

 The WPDA is a Group Member Organization of the United States Dressage Federation. #117 
 

Reasons to join the WPDA,  
Sign up for a three year membership for a discount... 

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP:  $50.00 per member                     ____ New _____ Renewal 
3 YEAR MEMBER (Individual Only)  $125.00 per member       ____New  _____Renewal 
ADDITIONAL FAMILY MEMBER:  $15.00 per member              ____ New _____ Renewal 
**JUNIOR MEMBER $37.00 per member                           _____ New _____ Renewal   Birthdate ___/___/___* 
   

**Junior members are members that have not reached their 21st birthday before Dec. 1 of previous year.  
 Junior members are non voting members 

 

Current USDF Membership #: _____________    
 

NAME:__________________________________________________________________ 

Family & junior members name(s):____________________________________________ 

STREET:________________________________________________________________ 

CITY:  __________________________________________________________________  

STATE: _______   ZIP: _______  

PHONE: _______________________     E-MAIL:  _______________________________ 

BARN NAME:_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Enclosed is my payment of $__________________ for membership in the WPDA. 

 
Please complete the form and mail it with your check made payable to the WPDA to:  

 Ms. Jackie Norris, 131 Turner Lane, Greensburg PA 15601  

______Dressage Instructor _____ Dressage Trainer _____ Dressage Judge 

_____ Technical Delegate     _____ Breeder (Breed Type?) ________________ 

Please complete this section (listing type) for inclusion of this information with your Membership 
Directory information:  

We need your talents! How can you help the organization?  

_____Computer Publications _____ Membership _____ Shows _____ Education 

_____ Website/Facebook _____ Committees _____ Clinics _____ Newsletter 

 

If you do NOT wish to be listed in our Membership Directory, please initial here:________________  
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WPDA Junior Young Rider Literary Talent  
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New Awards Available Through The WPDA! 

 Introducing the MSB Grazelda / SPS Ricarda Junior Awards.  

Just in time for the 2012 year end awards, the  MSB Grazelda / SPS Ricarda Junior Awards 

were announced. These awards are sponsored by Dr. Elizabeth Pickvance in memory of her 

beloved horses. Dr. Pickvance has requested that these awards benefit Junior/Young Riders. 

The WPDA will determine how these funds will be distributed each year in compliance with Dr. 

Pickvance's wishes. This year WPDA awarded 4 scholarships in the amount of $200 to 4 Junior/

Young Riders with the WPDA. These recipients were required to submit an essay for judging by 

the WPDA Board. 

In addition to these new generous rewards, all juniors who attended the awards banquet 

received a copy of Lendon Gray' s book, Lessons with Lendon. The winners this year are: 

Maddie Barbarino, Olivia Bondi, Kristin Free & Rose Amrheim.  The WPDA congratulates these 

four recipients and encourages members to read the winning essays starting below. 

In addition to submitting your award winning writings for scholarships and other year end 

opportunities, we encourage all junior young riders to continue to submit essays, articles and 

pictures to the WPDA monthly newsletter, NewsBits! Send your works to Robyn at robyn 

@amfbluffer.com to be published in upcoming issues. 

The 2012 MSB Grazelda / SPS Ricarda Junior Awards 

Winners! 

Submission by Rosie Amrhein, WPDA Junior Young Rider, 
Award Recipient 
 
Horseback riding has been a part of my life for almost ten years now. I have been showing for 

about six of those years and am looking forward to advancing in my abilities and skills. I believe 

I am a perfect candidate for the MSB Grazelda/ SPS Ricarda Junior Award.  A scholarship can 

greatly boost my interest in riding as well as my education in horses themselves.  

In a few years I will be looking to go to college and soon after, grad school. My goal is and 

always has been to become a veterinarian. This scholarship can aid in my payment for college. 

While learning amount veterinary medicine I will learn about the anatomy of horses and how 

they function as a whole. I can learn hands on how horses move and connect it with actions 

taken while riding. Through the learning of the movements of horses I can study dressage. 

Because what is dressage besides the study of how two bodies interact fluently?  

After my higher level learning, my hope is to become successful enough in order to invest in 

horses. I plan to have a family eventually and I would love to share my knowledge and love for 

(Continued on page 7) 
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WPDA Junior Young Rider EM Grazelda/SPS Ricarda Awards (cont’d) 

horses with them. The next generation is always needed to learn about passions and activities that could go 

extinct without them. So it is the current riders’ goal to teach others and encourage a passion for riding, and more 

specifically, dressage.  

With the scholarship going towards college, I can also further my physical riding experience as well. I have given 

serious thought to joining an equestrian team in college and I believe that I would greatly enjoy and benefit from 

it. Not only because I can maintain my riding abilities, but also because I can interact with other riders who share 

my love for horses and can increase my knowledge with theirs while simultaneously boosting their own. 

 In the past few years I have participated in numerous volunteer activities. I worked at St. Clair Hospital 

gift shop for two years as well as helping out at school functions. My family and I have also volunteered at 

horseshows to work the concession stand or run scores back and forth. In the past I have raised money for the 

humane society and next year I plan to do a senior project for an animal or horse related charity. 

 Whether benefitting directly through joining a riding team and physical boosting my abilities or studying 

veterinarian medicine and mentally increasing my skills, the scholarship will greatly add to my education and 

maintain my ever burning passion for horses, riding, and dressage.  

(Continued from page 6) 

Winning a scholarship for equestrian purposes would be 

like a dream to me. It seems this is a perfect opportunity 

to possibly win and therefore benefit my riding. I believe 

that of all the junior riders, I would be a great choice for 

the award. I would be a wonderful decision for receiving 

the riding scholarship because of the way I would spend 

the money and dedication I have in volunteering in 

WPDA horse shows.  

To further my dressage academics, I would use the 

money to pay for lessons, test and trains, and clinics with 

several different instructors. I believe it is necessary to 

not only ride with one trainer, but to hear the perspective 

of several so that you can apply every possible technique 

to your training. Dressage is a fantastic way to cross train 

myself, and my hors,e for several different events, such 

as hunter or jumping. A balanced and rhythmic horse is 

the key to every style of riding, and going to as many 

sessions possible and practicing with other individuals 

can really push both my horse and me to our greatest 

potential. I would also use the scholarship money to 

travel to bigger shows with different judges because 

although a score may be very high with one judge, my 

ultimate goal is to do my best with every judge.  

Over the summer, I volunteered by running and helping 

to check the scores at shows. This experience was 

wonderful. It showed me that not only do the riders 

and horses have to prepare for their tests, but so 

many people behind the scenes have to work 

together to make the outcome successful. That may 

have been something I would not have known if I had 

never volunteered to help out with the WPDA, and it 

is something that not many juniors offer to do. I am 

proud to say that I contributed to the back stage work 

and would be honored to be gifted the scholarship in 

return. 

Although numerous entries may be received, I hope I 

will be considered because of the ways I would 

spend the scholarship and my contributions to 

helping my equine community. The money would be 

spent only for educational riding purposes to further 

progress my training. I am an active volunteer of 

WPDA shows, and I would love for my deeds to be 

reflected by achieving a scholarship. If I won this gift, 

it would be a reminder to me to continue my hard 

work and to keep on riding. 

 

Submission by Olivia Bondi, WPDA Junior Young Rider, Award Recipient 

More Award winning JR/YR Essays on page 8! 
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Submission by Madeline “Maddie” Barbarino, WPDA Junior 
Young Rider, Award Recipient 
 
My name is Madeline “Maddie” Barbarino and I am respectfully submitting this essay for 
consideration for the EM Grazelda/SPS Ricarda Junior Awards.   

I have been riding since I was five years old.  I am now 18, and have been training with Pamela 
McCready and Krista Tycho-Noone for many years. My respect for them is immeasurable.  I 
believe I have come a long way from my early years of riding Silver Crest’s Equestrian Center’s 
school horses, sporting my pink boots, smiling the entire lesson to now having my own horse, 
Plenty of it Face Off (Puck), competing now in rated shows throughout Kentucky, Ohio, Virginia, 
Maryland, and Pennsylvania.   

During these years of training with them both, they have taught me many things – proper respect 
for the sport; superior training; competitiveness; and versatility.  They have been great mentors to 
me with guiding me through the sport I truly love.  They have introduced many growing 
opportunities to me in various clinics and allowing me to ride various horses at Silver Crest to 
gain experience and versatility. 

Through their guidance, I have participated in clinics that have helped improve my overall riding 
skills.  The clinicians I’ve worked with are:  Nicky Vogel; Moray Nicholson; Margaret Freeman; 
and Boyd Martin.  From each of these clinics I’ve participated in, I’ve learned many things to help 
in my riding – “tools for my toolbox” as Pam describes it.  From every clinic, I’ve walked away 
with great techniques to consider and try out in my training with my own horse.  I also believe that 
these clinics have mentally made me a better rider – channeling the nervousness to focus on 
improving my riding.   

What I’ve learned most from these clinicians is that there isn’t one way to train my horse.  Some 
techniques may work and some may not.  You should walk away from each clinician with various 
techniques and exercises.  All horses are different – one way may not work with a horse but 
something you’ve learned from another clinician may be the technique that gets the best results.  
With working with different clinicians, you are given the opportunity to try out these different 
training techniques to see which yield the best results in your own personal riding.  With the 
variety of clinics I’ve participated in, I believe I’ve gained many helpful and useful techniques that 
have helped in my riding – both in Dressage and Eventing. 

Although riding in a clinic is beneficial, I believe that talking with them [clinician] and auditing 
other’s clinics allows you to gain additional knowledge.  Learning is never ending.  It’s ongoing 
and the more clinicians you work with, the better you become.   

Although my passion is for eventing, I’ve been lucky enough to find a horse that has experience 
in both dressage and eventing.  In the year and a half I’ve had “Puck”, he’s done extremely well 
and has built up my confidence level.  I look forward to the next show season to be able to 
compete and use these “tools” I’ve been given from these great clinicians.   

If I am lucky enough to receive this riding scholarship, I look forward to putting the funds towards 
clinics that will be coming up for the 2013 show season.  I would like to work on both disciplines 
and possibly move up to higher levels of competitions.   

For eventing this year, my goal is to take my horse out at the Novice level.  We’ve shown at that 
level once, but due to finance limitations, I’ve had to limit my showing in 2012.  My goal will be to 
compete at Novice in 2013.   

In Dressage, I look forward to possibly participating at a higher level at Lake Erie College Prix de 
Villes in 2013 if a Junior Team is put together to compete.  My participation in this event for 2012 
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WPDA Junior Young Rider EM Grazelda/SPS Ricarda Awards (cont’d) 

was extremely exciting to me as I won First Place at Training Level Test of Choice and closed out the competition 
winning First Place in the Low Division as a member of WPDA Divettes along with Krista Tycho-Noone, Anecia 
Hoffield, and Lauren McGill.  The experience as a member of this team was a huge accomplishment for me and I 
look forward to 2013’s competitions.  

I will be graduating high school in June, 2013, from Plum Borough High School and have decided to attend a college 
where I can become a Veterinary Technician and possibly specialize in equine studies.  My desire is to continue 
showing and training while I go to school locally.   

Participating in WPDA has given me the opportunity to be part of an organization that has strengthened many 
friendships.  I’ve enjoyed helping prepare for previous banquets along with my mother, trainer, and friends.  In my 
volunteering for these events, it has shown me that the work done behind the scenes is very important to the 
success of the banquets.  It’s been something I’ve looked forward to over the years and really enjoy the events.  My 
participation in helping in the coordination of the Margaret Freeman clinic gave me the opportunity to be a part of the 
planning and set up to make the most of the clinician’s time at these events.   

I have also enjoyed assisting the new riders preparing for lessons and in summer camps.  I think back to my earlier 
riding years and try to pass along the knowledge I’ve learned over the years to help them succeed and enjoy the 
sport as much as I do.   

In closing, I owe all of my experience and riding skills to my trainers but particularly Pamela McCready.  Without her 
guidance and support, I wouldn’t be the rider I am today.  With her continued encouragement and mentoring, I look 
forward to progressing as a rider.   

Thank you very much for considering my application for this scholarship. 

(Continued from page 8) 

Submission by Kristin Free, WPDA Junior Young Rider, Award Recipient 
 

 If I, Kristin Free, were to receive this award I would use it to further my dressage education. Ever since col-

lege started finances have kept me from taking lessons and attending clinics. If I would were to receive this award I 

would attend a clinic over the winter.  Dressage is a sport that I would love to be able to keep perusing in a more 

active way.  

 Throughout my years as a Western Pennsylvania Dressage Association member I have engaged in numer-

ous volunteer opportunities. I managed the first Junior/ Young Rider clinic, which brought members and nonmem-

bers together. In 2011 I was the volunteer coordinator for the WPDA Summer Sizzler Dressage Show. Further more, 

I have volunteer at many of the schooling shows that were sanctioned by the WPDA. Other contributions to the or-

ganization include managing seven schooling shows, sanctioned by the WPDA.  

 Outside of the WPDA I have also been involved in a number of volunteer activities both horse and not horse 

related. In 2009 I was the assist coach for the Washington County Special Olympic Team, equine division. Also, I 

volunteer at the Children’s Institute, a rehabilitation center, routinely. Over the summer I volunteer at a local thera-

peutic riding center, exercising horses. These are just a few of my volunteer activities out side of the dressage com-

munity.  

 Thank you for considering me for this award. To receive one of these awards would really help me start out 

the season on the right foot. I have not been able to attend a clinic in over a year because of finances and this award 

would really enable me to further my dressage education. Once again thank you for the consideration.  
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Horse,” that she wrote in 1992 and was  published in  the USDF Bulletin Vol XIX, now called 
USDF Connection. Here is a link to that article: http://blythdale.tripod.com/
coventryequestriancenter/id26.htmls Using this article as an outline for the demonstration auditors 
learned  what to look for at the walk and trot. Kristin said leaving the canter alone was a good idea 
until the lunger has mastered their skills at the walk and trot. They learned to see if a horse was 
tracking up, under tracking, and/or over tracking. And they learned why you want your horse to 
track up. Then each participant came out and gave lunging a try while Kristin assisted them to 
hold the line, use the whip forward and back as opposed to up and down, and to move the whip  
behind them if the horse got nervous at any point. She showed them how to use the lunge line to 
spiral a horse in and teach downward transitions, incorporating the voice and body language 
without having  to pull on the horse’s mouth. “The mouth is sacred,” stated Kristin “you want your 
horse to accept the bit and be soft in the jaw; never punish its mouth by tugging.” She 
recommended only using training tools such as side-reins, the chambon,* and/or sliding side-reins 
after you can proficiently lunge and the horse is relaxed and rhythmic on the lunge. 

Learning how to use these training aids, was an important part of the clinic. Being able to lunge 
your horse in side-reins or sliding side reins will accelerate the development of its top-line for 
dressage. Each training tool has a different use and is used individually for what ever a particular 
horse may need. For instance, if your horse has no top-line all training tools will help, however, 
sliding side reins and the chambon’s main purpose is to train the horse’s top-line to stretch. Side-
reins, the more popular training tool, if used properly, will develop the top-line (longitudinal 
balance) plus lateral balance (keeping the horse straight side to side) and train the horse to give at 
the poll, soften at the jaw, and accept being on the bit. For Kristin, side-reins are the preferable 
method to use to train your horse, however each tool has a purpose.  

During the clinic it was explained why the top-line of the horse is so important. Some horses come 
with good top-lines such as most warmbloods, but maybe you have an off the thoroughbred and 
you have to build a top-line. The top-line is the back muscles that connect the horse from back to 
front and lift and carry the rider. As it was pointed out by Kristin, first we train our horses to stretch  
down and round in order to develop the top-line and locomotion muscles to carry the rider  
(Training Level) and then we train the horse to step under and up using exercises like lateral work. 
( First Level on up.) 

Using side-reins or the chambon should never be attempted by a novice or someone who is not 
comfortable with lunging a horse let alone using training aids. Placing side-reins on the horse can 
be a touchy situation and one must be sure not to over face the horse. That means placing any of 
the training tools on too tight too fast. Horses do not particularly like to be boxed in and they get 
claustrophobic quickly. So gradually allowing them to accept the pressure of these training aids is 
highly recommended. If you are not sure, ask your trainer, Kristin cautioned. 

The illustration of the lunging horse shows how lunging in side-reins keeps the horse’s shoulders 
in alignment with the haunches, horse on the right. The middle horse is “popping” the outside 
shoulder, no side reins to keep the horse aligned, and the third horse on the left is counter bent. 
Training in side reins you can see helps to train the horse’s lateral balance. What aspiring 
dressage rider does not have a problem keeping his or her horse straight, or controlling the 
horse’s shoulders? Kristin recommended lunging your horse, after you acquired the skill, in side-
reins at least twice a week, or as a warm up prior to riding: “If you lunge your horse at least seven 
minutes in side-reins in each direction, prior to mounting, I suspect you will have an easier time 
getting your horse on the aids. The side-reins train your horse, now it is up to you to learn how to 
apply your three natural aids to keep your horse soft at the poll and jaw and straight back to front,” 
stated Kristin. 

Part two of the clinic was on the Three Natural Aids, how they are positioned on the horse and 
how they work to influence the ring of muscles of the horse. Several of the participants mounted 
and Kristin worked to position their aids - legs, seat and hands. Several handouts were provided 

(Continued from page 1) 
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WPDA Articles (cont’d) 

illustrating a good position and she shared another article she wrote that was also published in the USDF Bulletin 
in the eighties “Fundamentals of Basic Position.” Here is the link: http://blythdale.tripod.com/
coventryequestriancenter/id18.html. 

 The basics of riding position have not changed over the years and are the same whether you ride hunt seat, 
dressage, or western. Alignment of the ear, 
shoulder, hip and ankle  keep the rider in 
balance with the horse enabling the rider to go 
with the horse and not ride behind the action.  
She explained the ‘neutral pelvis’ and illustrated 
that only if your pelvis or seat is correctly 
positioned with the rider on the sitting bones and 
not the tailbone (which causes the back to 
round) will the rider’s limbs (arms and legs) be 
positioned correctly.  All these  basic  position  
faults and corrections were illustrated and 
handouts were provided.  

Kristin explained that if a rider can maintain 
jumping position with no hands on the horse’s 
neck then  he or she will  likely have a good 
balance and be able to use the reins 
independently of the body and, the legs and 
hips will have a good shock absorption for going with the movement of the horse. The joints of the rider are 
supposed to work like hinges, and not grip  inhibiting  them from flowing with the horse. The rider should be 
relaxed enough to feel the horse’s rhythm and go with its movement but not  sit so relaxed like an unstructured 
sack of potatoes. The rider  has to be able to feel  and listen to the horse as well as aid and suggest to the horse 
what it is they want in timing with the horse’s rhythm. She taught the riders  how to use their rein aids with 
something as simple as an ‘opening rein’  in order to ride in clarity and not to muddle the aids with unclear signals 
to the horse.   

Mastering all of this  certainly cannot be accomplished in one clinic. But, if the rider does not have a good basic 
position to talk to and signal the horse, how will the horse ever understand what it is he or she desires?  “It is like 
learning how to play a musical instrument,” Kristin explained, “at first you need to learn the scale of the notes, 
where to put your aids, and then as you learn how to use them at first being out of tune you will  soon enough, with 
perfect practice, be playing your instrument, the horse, in  tune and harmony!” 

This clinic was so informative that it is going to be held again at Coventry Equestrian Center in 2013. Kristin 
believes lunging is a vital part of the rider and horse’s education and training. Knowing how to lunge and use 
training tools will accelerate the sometimes frustrating  journey of dressage, the gymnastic training of the horse.  
Being able to better acquire the Fundamentals of Basic Riding  Position and understanding how the aids  work to 
influence the horse and where and how they should be positioned is helpful for all aspiring riders. The next clinic 
held at Horse Around Acres, after the participants develop their lunging skills, is going to be A Lunging Carousel ~ 
rider’s lunging one another  to improve their riding position, even more! This will  also continue to benefit the  
dressage training of  their horses. 

If you would like to schedule a similar clinic contact Kristin from her web site www.CoventryEquestrianCenter.com. 
This year she ranked 203 out of the thousands of  USDF professional and amateur dressage riders in the United 
States. As an AARP member who has not shown in 23 year, Kristin is very proud of her 2012 accomplishments 
with her Spanish  Norman horse, Bracchus. Also, in 2012 Brach and Kristin were the USDF ALL Breed winners for 
the Spanish Norman Registry. In 1989, 23 years ago, Kristin was USDF Region 1 Champion at Training Level. 

* Understanding the Chambon, by Elizabeth Launder and Hilary Legard 
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WPDA BOARD MEETING MINUTES  
 

DATE:  December 3, 2012     LOCATION:  Tambellini’s, Bridgeville  
 

Call to Order:  7:04 pm by Kristin Hermann 
 
Board Members Present:  Lynne Kuehner, Kristin Hermann, Pam McCready, Barbara Wozniak, 
Krista Tycho-Noone, Janet Hadden.  Board Members Absent:  Karen Puchalsky, Emily Hadden-
Morris, Tami Heckman.  Others Present:  Jerri Anesetti, John Mazur, Cassandra James  
 
Secretary’s Report:  Krista motioned to accept the minutes of last month’s meeting; Pam 
seconded; all in favor.  
Treasurer’s Report:  Lynne reported for Karen.  CD:  $5749.92; Checking: $3475.40; Total: 
$9225.32. The WPDA credit card was not working to pay at the banquet.  Karen will call the bank 
and follow-up. 

Reports of Standing Committees: 

Education: There was a special meeting about Western Dressage becoming a part of our club’s 
offerings. Those at the meeting agreed there would be many changes in the basic principles that 
western dressage riders are now following. The Western Dressage Association of America and 
the North American Western Dressage organizations are general affiliates of the USEF; but it 
does not mean they are recognized in the same sense as the WPDA. It seems these 
organizations don’t work with each other and have different rules. The WPDA would offer Western 
Dressage if they ride USDF tests which would simplify judging; they must wear helmets; and they 
eliminate the use of two hands on a curb bit. Lynne will write up the basic rules and identify 
possible problems; e.g., when riding a test requiring haunches in, the judges would not want to 
see a pivot in this movement.  We also need to find out if the judges need to be USEF or USDF 
certified to judge western dressage. 

Hospitality:  The following meetings are tentatively planned: 

Jan. 7th – Atria’s in Wexford; Budget meeting – Kristin to make reservation 

Feb. 4th – DeNuncio’s in Monroeville; Adult Team specs. – Lynne to make reservation 

Mar. 4th – Bravo’s in Robinson Twp.; - Kristin to make reservation 

Apr. 1st – Bella Frutteto in Wexford; – Barbara to make reservation 

May 6th – Tambellini’s in Bridgeville; - Janet to make reservation 

 

Membership: Karen wants to know how we are tracking the people who have joined under the 
three-year subscription. We need to track this correctly so people know when to rejoin, when will 
they be eligible for the five-year pin, etc. We now have 47 members for 2013: 44 Individual; 1 
Family; 2 Juniors. There were five new members and four chose the three-year membership 

Newsletter: As it works now, Jackie sends Kristin the email addresses of members when they 
join; Kristin adds them to the constant contact list to receive the NewsBits. Barb will continue to 
help proofread. 

Sanctioned Shows: Jerri reported that she will be emailing everyone who participated this year to 
see if they are interested for 2013 and ask them to plan things in advance so we can build a 
schedule and get all the paperwork sooner rather than later. She will also be asking other farms 
who did not participate and reminded us that there are people who will volunteer to manage the 
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Board Meeting Minutes (cont’d) 

show and be the show secretary if needed, so that should help those who are considering a sanctioned show but 
don’t have the manpower. She also mentioned that Horse on Course was the most organized barn this year. 

Website: Lindsay is doing a great job and still wants people to send information to update the Barn/Trainer List, 
send in photos, etc. 

Adult Team: Lynne is waiting to hear about some money that is left over and if it can be carried over to 2013. 

Adult Camp: Krista is still awaiting confirmation about the clinicians’ conflicting schedules.The tentative schedule 
conflicts with Region 8 Championships; but we need to do what is best for the clinicians and Lin Viviano. We could 
also change the date completely; e.g., to August; but it may be too hot. Work in progress. 

Banquet: We paid for 65 dinners. The 50/50 Raffle brought in $204 as Junior income (Pam donated her 
winnings). The Silent Auction brought in $385 which is split evenly between the Adult and Junior Teams. So they 
each receive $192.50. The total for Juniors combined is then $396.50.   

At the Banquet, each Junior received a book as per the special donation from the SPS Ricarda/EM Grazelda 
Fund.  The results of the Junior essay contest were announced; four winners each  received $200 from this same 
fund. Pam will send the essays to Kristin to publish in the NewsBits. 

Awards:  Kristin reported that she has sent the scores to the Chronicle of the Horse. Janet reported that more 
awards were given out this year over last year but to the same amount of people. There were less Juniors involved, 
too. We were wondering why there were less performance awards than usual. We are not sure why people do not 
apply for awards. We discussed the criteria and decided it is fair; e.g., we need three results from three judges to 
balance out the average and a minimum of 58% is required. We just need to advertise and spread the word so more 
people apply. We could list the winners and scholarship-recipients in our Show Prize Lists so people can see how 
much we have given to our  members and hopefully spark some interest.   

We also need to revisit how we handle awards in perpetuity. Although the trophies are beautiful, it was also 
suggested that instead of glass trophies, we could offer stall plates as awards, or embroidered coolers, halters, etc. 
We will revisit these ideas. Also, we need to find storage room for the awards now that we no longer have the 
storage shed in Portersville. 

Nominating Committee: John Mazur has volunteered to chair this committee in 2013. We appreciated the stamp on 
the return envelope and hope it encouraged more people to vote. Only about half the membership voted. 

New Business: Krista wanted to know if we could automate how we pay for our membership dues and possibly 
show entry fees. We need to research the possibilities of opening a Pay-Pal account or other methods as long as the 
user fees are reasonable. Time to automate and improve convenience. 

Kristin is going to ask every committee chair to write up a job description so other people will know what is required, 
when to do it, and make the jobs easier for more volunteers. 

Adjournment: A motion was made at 8:50 pm by Pam; seconded by Lynne; all in favor. 

BW 
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Calendar Listings - See WPDA Website Calendar of Events for Details!  

December Events 

12/3 WPDA Board Meeting - Tambellini’s - Wexford, PA 

12/15 Dressage and Western Dressage Test-n-Train Show Rehearsal - Equestrian 

Eden at Castle Farm, 1 Fieldcrest Drive, McDonald, PA (For more info contact 

Ingrid at 412.680.8066 or e-mail: iadressage.diva@gmail.com) 

January Events 

1/7 WPDA Board Meeting - Atria’s - Wexford, PA 

  

[tÑÑç [ÉÄ|wtçá 
YÜÉÅ 

THE WESTERN PA THE WESTERN PA THE WESTERN PA THE WESTERN PA     

DRESSAGE ASSOCIATIONDRESSAGE ASSOCIATIONDRESSAGE ASSOCIATIONDRESSAGE ASSOCIATION    
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2012 WPDA 

BOARD MEMBERS 

OFFICERS 

    

President  

Kristin Hermann 

724-206-9902   

blythedale@comcast.net  

  

Vice President  

Pam McCready  

412-952-1755 

Pgm1208@aol.com  

 

Secretary  

Barb Wozniak  

724-622-8237 

Barbara@wozniaks.net  

 

Treasurer  

Karen Puchalsky 

412-953-0752  

KPuchalsky@aol.com  

 

Past President  

Lynne Kuehner  

412-889-1806 cell  

Shenan-

doah96@comcast.net 

What Better Way to Support Dressage Than to Volunteer with the WPDA!  
 

Opportunities Always Available: 
Volunteers for both USDF Recognized and WPDA Sanctioned Schooling Shows 

 
For more info, contact Kristin at 724-206-9902 or blythedale@comcast.net or Karen at  

412-953-0752 or KPuchalsky@aol.com.     
    

The WPDA thanks all who have volunteered time The WPDA thanks all who have volunteered time The WPDA thanks all who have volunteered time The WPDA thanks all who have volunteered time 
and effort to support the organization!and effort to support the organization!and effort to support the organization!and effort to support the organization!    

 

DIRECTORS 2012-2013  

 

Krista Tycho-Noone 

412-508-0714 

krista.noone@gmail.com  

 

Emily Hadden Morris 

412-370-2323 

salem150@verizon.net  

 

Janet Hadden 

412-343-3577 

Cowgirl436@msn.com 

 

COMMITTEES  

Adult Team Chair 

Lynne Kuehner  

412-889-1806  
Shenandoah96@comcast.net 

 

Adult Team Co-Chair 

Emily Hadden Morris 

412-370-2323 

salem150@verizon.net  

 

Awards  
Janet Hadden  
412-343-3577  
Cowgirl436@msn.com 

 

Hospitality 

Kristin Hermann 

724-206-9902 

blythedale@comcast.net     

 

Junior/Young Riders 

Pam McCready  

412-952-1755 
Pgm1208@aol.com  

 

Membership 

Jackie Norris  

724-468-4859  

Jnorris131@aol.com 

 

Newsletter 

Robyn Gallimore-Jones 

412-400-1431  

robyn@amfbluffer.com 

 

Recognized Shows 

Karen Puchalsky 

412-968-0528  

KPuchalsky@aol.com  

 

Region 1 Representative 

Lynne Kuehner  

412-889-1806 cell  

Shenandoah96@comcast.net 

 

Sanctioned Shows 

Jerri Anesetti  

724-255-2323 

janesetti@meadowsgaming.com 

 

Scholarships 

Lynne Kuehner 

412-889-1806  

Shenandoah96@comcast.net 

 

Web Master 

Open Opportunity !! 
 
 
 
 
 

Banquet  

Sharon Hess 

724-858-0431   

email vatsnurse@hotmail.com 

 
 

Volunteer Coordinator 

Megan Sartore 

Cell 412-980-1002 
mesartore@hotmail.com 

 

New Member Welcome  

Amy Barbarino 

Cell 412-612-5225 

abarbarino@srcare.org 

 

Personnel 
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Classifieds 

HORSES 

17.5 wide JES Elite Schleese 

saddle. The JES Elite dressage saddle was 

designed focusing on the needs of the female rider. 

The forward balance of the JES Elite helps to open 

the pelvis to prevent the rider from slipping into a 

chair seat and getting behind the motion of the 

horse. The deep seat with a 9 cm. cantle gives the 

rider a comfortable, centered ride. The JES ELITE 

features integrated panels and wide gullet allowing 

for the horse to bend while dispersing the weight 

across the horse’s back. This saddle is listed on 

EBay for between $1600 - $3795. I am selling mine 

for $1400 or best offer. It's in very good condition, 

but I recently bought a new one and don't need two. 

10 day trial period ok. Call or text Mary Whalen 

@ 724-553-9374  

TACK 

For SALE or 1/2 lease - registered 16.1 hh. 6yr 

old Andulusian gray mare. Has a beautiful mane 
and tail, an easy canter, knows all lateral move-
ments; beginning changes, piaffe, and passage. 
Brave on trails, Uncomplicated. Knows bows, the 
spanish walk, and pedestal mount. For more info 
call George Felder 412-760-6286  

For SALE or full lease: 14.2 mustang,15 yrs old, 

shown at 3rd level. Knows canter pirouette, piaffe, 
circus bow, and pedestal mount.  He long lines, is 
good with children. A knowledgeable horse for be-
ginners - $1000. Please call George Felder 412-760-
6286  
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Wanted: Have unused yet usable/cleanable equipment you 

would like to sell? Please contact Kathy Stenger  412-576-

0420. Equipment must be in respectable usable condition or 

can be restored to good condition!  

Wintec - all purpose saddle  Comes with  an interchangeable 

gullet system, an 18', seat has knee rolls. Used three times. 

250.00 Call Kathy Stenger at 412-576-0420 or email  

sting122@comcast.net. 

 

WPDA CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS  
Please send your classifieds  and questions to robyn@amfbluffer.com. 

Classifieds (cont’d) 

WPDA Apparel Available Now! Our apparel is 

now being handled by Land‟s End! Go to 

ces.landsend.com/WPDA.     

MISC 

Certified Massage Therapist offering massages and 

clinics in the Pittsburgh and western PA area.  Check 

out www.ridefreemassage.com for more information 

or call Amanda at 352-262-7860.  Available for 

appointments day, evening, and weekends. 
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There are many great reasons to join the WPDA. Some of which are:  

- Automatic Group Membership in the USDF 

- Monthly "NewsBits" newsletter 

- Awards for Sanctioned—Schooling Shows 

- Special Classes at our recognized shows 

- A great lending Video-DVD Library. Free of charge with nominal postage fee! 

- Adult Camp 

  

And last but not least GREAT VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES!! 

  

So send in your membership and encourage your fellow riders to do the same. We 
would love to see our association grow. 

  

Jackie Norris 
Membership Secretary 

 NewsBits 

December 2012 

 

FROM: 

Robyn Gallimore-Jones 

Editor 

501 Beechwood Ave 

Carnegie PA 15106 

robyn@amfbluffer.com TO:TO:TO:TO:    


